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AM Events v0.22 has been released. This version is mainly a bug fix release, but also has a
new feature.

The main problem fixed in this version, is the problem with dates in the "upcoming events"
module ignoring user settings.

There was a bug in the mini-calendar introduced in the last release where links no longer
worked. As this block has been re-written more or less from scratch, this bug is no longer an
issue. The main reason for the re-write was that the old version would query the database for
each day, which would create between 28-31 queries each time it was loaded. This has been
reduced dramatically.

The mini-calendar will also now show more than one event in a link via a DHTML pop up, when
the cursor is placed over the date. Either click the date in the calendar for the standard listing as
previously, or click the direct link for the event in the pop-up (this feature can be disabled in the
prefs).

Download link

http://support.sirium.net/modules/mydownloads/viewcat.php?cid=5
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